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ABSTRACT 
We develop and analyze a new algorithm that computes bases for the null spaces 
of all powers of a given matrix, as well as its index. The algorithm uses row operations 
and “shuffling” steps in which rows of pairs of matrices are interchanged. In 
particular, the new algorithm may be viewed as an extension of the classic Gauss-Jordan 
elimination method for inverting a nonsingular matrix. It is also shown that the Drazin 
inverse has a simple representation in terms of the output of the algorithm and the 
original matrix. 
1. INTKODUCTION 
The well-known Gauss-Jordan elimination procedure computes the in - 
verse of a uonsingular matrix A by executing elemeutary row operations ou 
the pair ( A, I ) to transform it into (I, A ‘). Moreover, Gauss-Jordan elimina- 
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tiott c’;m IW tt>erl to determine whether or not a matrix A is nottsittgular, in 
the case \vhere this fact is not kttowtt N priori. We adapt the Gauss-Jordan 
elitrtit~ation proceclure via “shuffles” to obtain au algorithm that computes 
the index of a given tnatrix A and detertnines bases of the null spaces of the 
~OMWS of il (formal definitions are given in Section 2.) In the worst case the 
algorithm requires less than 2n” arithmetic operations, compared to the 
K&~I~O\VII \~ouncl of n.’ operations for the work needed to invert a ttottsittgu- 
lar matrix ttsing Gauss-Jordan elimination. Moreover, the procedure suggests 
adaptation of effkient techniques for computing inverses (cf. [ 1:3]). Finally, 
the Drazitr inverse of the underlying matrix A has a simple representation in 
tcrttlx of the output of the algorithm and the matrix A itself. 
\II algorithtn incorporating shuffle operations was first devised l)y 
Lrtenl)erger [>)I, who applied it to the study of singular difference equations. 
Atrstreicher [ l] analyzed Luenberger’s algorithm as applied to the solution of 
singttlar systems of linear differential eqttations with constant coefficients. 
l’reviorts methods for solving the latter used Drazin inverses (e.g., [:3] atld 
[ 121). srtggesting a connection between the shuffle algorithm a:td the Drazitt 
ittverae. These methods are closely related to the study of matrix pencils (cf. 
[ 1 I] :IIKI references therein). 
To itttroclttce our new algorithm we cansicler an example (cf. (2, p. 1321). 
Let 
.A = 
1 3 5 4 
0 -1 -1 0’ 
\ -1 -2 - :3 :3 
bktrtetttary row operations transform (A, I ) into 
It is cktr that il is not invertible, as a linear coml~ination of its rows 
vatrishe\. The “shuffle step” will next exchange row(s) of zeros with the 
correspotrtlitrg row(s) of the right-hand matrix. This yields 
11 0 1 0 4 -5 -’ 0’ 
0 1 1 0 (; A -1 0 
0 0 0 1 -1 1 I 0 
I 1 1 i 1 0 0 .o 0 , 
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One then resumes elementary row operations, which result in 
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i 0 1 0 1 1 0 h -1 -7 C; 
I 0 0 0 0 1 -1 I -1 2 
.\ secwid shllffle is next performed, yielding 
i 1 0 1 0 I 
0 1 1 0 b 
0 0 01 -1 
_i -1 -7 I 4 0 0 
_ 
I 
E:lenrentary row operations are now finally used to convert the left-hand 
nlatrix to the identity, yielding 
il 0 0 0 10 _ ‘II I, I) 
_l’i 0’ 
I) 
0 1 0 0 ~I -7 ‘, ‘1 
_I(, 0 
‘, 
0010 -; i 7 ‘, ‘1 0 ’ 
0 0 0 1 -1 2. , .i 0 
at which point the algorithm terminates. 
Our main results are as follows. First, the algorithm always terminates in a 
finite number of shuffling steps, and this number equals the index of the 
underlying matrix A, say v. In the above example, the number of shuffling 
steps is two, so v = 2. Second, the rows shuffled in the first through kth 
shuffle steps, k = 1,2,. . . , v, form a basis of the (row) null space { x : xTAk = 0). 
In the above example, {($, i, i, 1)) 1s a b asis of {x: xTA = 0}, and {(+. i, ;, l), 
(-$, -f, -$O)}’ b 1s a asis of {x: xTA” = 0). Finally, we show that A”, the 
D:-azin inverse of A, can be obtained from the matrix A on the right-hand 
side of the terminating matrix by computing a”+‘A”. In the above example 
/ 16 - 20 - 19 
‘,j/) - - = 5) .I ! 4 5 16 
-3 5 7 
-.3 6 12 
/ -1 2 :3 -1 0 1 -1 3 2 -1 2 3
0 -1 -1 
0 :i ’ 2 3 6 5 \” 
0 1 4 5 4 
0 0 -1 -1 0 
0 -1 -2 -3 3/ 
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We next describe our algorithm in detail. Consider a given n x n real 
matrix A. In the course of the algorithm a sequence of pairs of matrices 
(tik), Bck)) is generated, where (A(“), Z?(O)) = (A, I). Given ( Ack), Bck)), we 
execute row operations on A tk) to convert it into a matrix whose nonzero 
rows are linearly independent; moreover, if Ack) is found to be nonsingular, 
the algorithm terminates. Simultaneously, we execute the same row oper- 
ations on Bck’. Let zk’ and Bck) be the result of executing the above row 
operations on Ack’ and Bck’, respectively. If gk) has zero rows, we exchange 
these rows with the corresponding rows of B(k) and proceed to iteration 
k + 1. We show (Theorem 3.1) that if Y is the index of A, then the algorithm 
will always terminate on exactly the vth iteration. Moreover, the rows 
shuffled on iterations 0,. . . , k - 1, for k = 1,. . . , v, are a basis of the left null 
space of Ak. In addition, we show (Theorem 3.2) that if on iteration v, A(“) is 
transformed into the identity matrix, i.e., sy) = I, and A is defined to be the 
resulting matrix B(“‘, then the Drazin inverse of A is equal to A”+ rA”. 
.,\ representation of the Drazin inverse of matrices for which zero is a 
sitnple eigenvalue is given in [8, Lemma 5.11. The representation in this case 
(for which the index is known to be one) reduces to the execution of our 
shrrffle algorithm. A special case of the above representation for matrices 
having the form I - P, where P is an irreducible stochastic matrix, is given 
I)y Denardo [4, Theorem 81. 
:\ survey of methods for computing the index and Drazin inverse of a 
nratrix can l)e found in [2]. In particular, efficient methods for computing the 
Drazin inverse are given in [5] and [6, 71. 
Some notation and conventions are summarized in Section 2. Our main 
resrilts are described in Section 3 and proved in Section 4, 5, and 6. All results 
are stated for real matrices, but can be immediately extended to matrices 
over any field. 
2. NOTATION ,4ND CONVENTIONS 
Let :li be the real field, and consider a matrix A E !)i “x”. For k = 0, I,. . , 
~1“ will denote the kth power of A. (We will use the notation Ack) to denote 
a nlatrix defined in the kth iteration of our algorithm.) The mnge and null 
,SZXI(Y’ of ii, denoted range A and null A, are the subspaces { Ax: x E 31” } 
and ( s E 3i ‘I: AX = 0}, respectively. The genemlized nd spaces of A are 
the null spaces of the powers of A. The rank of A, denoted rank A, is the 
di~~~ension of range A. (In Section 4 we will use range A and null A to denote 
the range and n1111 space of AT, instead of A. No confusion should result.) It is 
well known that dim[null A] + rank A = n. The index of A, denoted ind A, is 
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the smallest integer k > 0 for which the mdl spaces of A” and A’;+ ’ coincide. 
Evidently, A is singular if and only if ind A >, 1. Also, it is well known that 
ind A < n. 
Let S and ?’ be any two subspaces of !H ‘I. Then S + T is the subspace 
(s + t]s E S. t ET}. We use S@T to denote S + T in the special case that 
S n ?‘= (0). Al. so, we let S\T be the set {s E S/s @ T} U (0). 
Let A E 31” x”, and let v = ind A. It is well known (e.g., [2, p. 1211) that 
(null A” ) @ (range A” ) = ?3 ‘I, and that the restriction of A to range A” is 
invertibie. In particular, the unique matrix B for which Rx = 0 for all 
x’ E null A”, and BAx = x for all x E range A”, is called the Drclzin inverse of 
A and is denoted An. 
A function S(a) mapping 93 into !JI”‘” is called an (n X n) matrix 
polyrwmial if for some positive integer k and n x n matrices P(O), . . , , P(k), 
S(p) = Ef=J(i)p’ for alI p E 93. The degree of S(e) is defined to be the 
greatest integer i with P(i) # 0, if such an integer exists, and - 1 otherwise. 
Of course, it is well known that the definition of the degree is independent of 
the representation of the matrix polynomial. A matrix polynomial S( .) is 
calleddiagonulifforeachi,j=l,...,nwithiZj, Sij(p)=OforaIlpE93. 
An elementury row operation on a matrix is one of .the following oper- 
ations: 
(1) the interchange of two rows of the matrix, 
(2) the multiplication of a row of the matrix by a nonzero real scalar, 
(3) the addition of nonzero real multiple of one row to another row. 
It is well known that each elementary row operation on a matrix with n rows 
corresponds to premultiplication by an n x n nonsingular real matrix. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we describe the shuffle algorithm, and show how it can be 
used to compute the index, generalized nuIl spaces, and Drazin inverse of an 
arbitrary square matrix. 
Let A be given n X n real matrix, and set A(‘) = A, B(O) = I. At the 
beginning of iteration k = 0, 1,. . . we have a pair of matrices ACk) and Bck). 
Let mk be the rank of Ack). By a sequ ence of row operations, we transform 
the matrix Ack) into an n x n matrix whose first mk rows are linearly 
independent, and whose remaining n - mk rows are the zero vectors. We 
emphasize that one does not have to know the value of mk before executing 
the row operations on Ack). For example, transforming A(k) to its row 
reduced echelon form (see for example [lo, p. 621) will accomplish the task 
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while computing mk at the same time. Simultaneously with the execution of 
the row operations on tik) we execute the same row operations on Bck’. 
Evidently, executing the ro)w operations on A(“) and B’“) corresponds to 
premultiplying these matrices by an n X n nonsingular matrix, say Eck’. Then 
@’ Z E’k’A’k, and z(k) Z E’k’B’k’ have the form 
B(k)= f,-‘AlB’k’= 
2 (3.2) 
where A’[’ and Bj”’ are rnk x n matrices, B, -‘k) is an (n - n1,)X n matrix, 
and 0 is the (n - ntk)x n zero matrix. 
Evidently, the matrix A ck) is nonsingular if and only if the matrix A?,k’ is 
square. In this case, the shuffle algorithm will terminate at the end of the 
current kth iteration. Before termination, we sometimes execute further row 
operations on Eck)Ack) to transform it into an identity matrix, simultaneously 
executing the same row operations on E ck)Bck). In this case, the total of all 
row operations on the final iteration corresponds to premultiplication by an 
n x n nonsingular matrix Fck), where Fck’Ack) = I. We will then refer to the 
output of the algotithm as the matrix A defined by 
6 E F’k’B’k’ = (A#‘) -‘B(k), 
Note that in the case where rnO = rank A = n, the algorithm terminates on 
iteration zero with output A = A ‘. 
Consider now the case where A (k’ is singular, so that mk < n and %,k’ is 
not square. In this case, we execute a shuffle step in which two n X n 
matrices Ack+ I’ and Bckc’) are determined by 
(3.3) 
The algorithm then continues by initializing iteration k + 1 with the matrices 
A’A + 11 and BCk+l). 
As noted above, if the shuffle algorithm terminates on iteration 0, then no 
rows are shuffled and the algorithm output is a = A ‘. Assume now that A 
is singular, so that termination does not occur on iteration zero. Suppose 
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iteration k >, 1 is reached by the algorithm. We partition A’“’ and R”’ in the 
form 
(3.4) 
where A(f) and Bik’ are mk_l x n. Note then that A(2k) = @k-1) consists 
exactly of the rows shuffled at the end of iteration k - 1. 
We now state our first main result, which demonstrates that the rows 
shuffled on iterations 0 through k - 1 form a basis for the null space of the 
transpose of Ak. In particular, we have that the shuffle algorithm always 
terminates on iteration v = ind A, and provides explicit bases for the left null 
spaces of Ak, k = 1,2,. . . , v. The proof will be given in Section 4 via a 
sequence of lemmas. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A E ?XnXn, with v = ind A. Suppose that the shuffle 
algorithm is applied to A. Then the algorithm terminates on iteration v. 
Furthermore, for k = 1,. . . , v, the union of the rows of A(‘) 2 ,...,A’,k’ forms a 
basis of null ( Ak)T. 
We next state our second main result, which demonstrates that the Drazin 
inverse of any square matrix can be computed using the output of the shuffle 
algorithm. The proof will be given in Section 5. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let AE !Rnx”. Suppose that the shuffle algorithm is 
applied to A, terminating on iteration v = ind A with output a. Then 
AD = A,+ 1~y. 
We remark at this point that the execution of the shuffle algorithm is not 
uniquely determined. For example, once row operations have been executed 
on ACk’ to transform it into zk) having the form (3.1), further row operations 
can be performed by adding any combinations of the bottom n - mk rows, 
which are identically zero, to the first mk rows. While such operations will 
not change A 7k), they will result in a different BCk). The effect of such 
modifications on the efficiency of the algorithm may be an interesting area 
for further research. 
To establish the computational complexity of the shuffle algorithm, it is 
convenient to consider the particular implementation in which zk’ is the 
row reduced echelon form of ACk), k = 0,. . . , v. Our third main result, which 
we prove in Section 6, establishes the worst-case number of arithmetic 
operations required to reach termination for this version of the algorithm. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let A E !I+ ” x”, with u = ind A und N = dim(nul1 A”). 
Srrpposc thclt the shuffle algorithm is applied to A, with termination occur- 
ri~lg on itemtion v. Furthermore, suppose that the algorithm is implemented 
so thrrt ,(” is the row reduced echelon form of ACk’, k = 0,. . , v. Then an 
~rpp~r bon~l on the total number of arithmetic operutions required to execute 
thv algorithm is n3 + nN( n - N/v). 
Note that the maximum possible value of niV( n - N/v) is n2( n - 1) = n3 
- n2, occurring when v = n and A” = 0, so that N = n. Hence in the worst 
case the algorithm requires less than 2n3 arithmetic operations, compared to 
the well-known bound of n3 operations when using Gauss-Jordan elimination 
to invert a nonsingular matrix, or the bound of n3/3 operations for determin- 
ing whether or not a square matrix is nonsingular (see [lo, pp. 331). We also 
observe that better bounds on the performance of our algorithm than the one 
given in Theorem 3.3 can be obtained if the assumption that zk) is the row 
reduced echelon form of ACk’, k = 0,. . . , v - 1, is dropped, and/or if zy) is 
not converted into the identity matrix in the final step. Even better bounds 
are of course possible; see [ 131. 
In the coming analysis, we will find it useful to have an alternative 
interpretation of the shuffle algorithm. Specifically, we next illustrate that the 
slruffle algorithm can be viewed as a sequence of operations on matrix 
polynomials, rather than on pairs of matrices. 
For k = 0, 1,. . , consider the matrix polynomial pAck’ + B’“‘, p E !R. Let 
S”. ‘( p ) I)e the diagonal matrix polynomial having 
S;/?(p) = 
i 
1 if i=l,...,nrk, 
p 
if i=mk+l,...,n. 
Evidently, if A’“’ is singular, then 
= Sck’( p)E(k) [ pAck' + Bck’] .
Mso. if Acn) is nonsingular, then 
pz + a= F’k’[ pA’k’ + B(k)]. 
(3.5) 
Of course, the premultiplication of pAtk’ + BCk’ by EC” or Ftk’ corresponds 
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to the execution of row operations on A”” and Rtk’. The premultiplication of 
I:“k’[pi~‘~’ + fi’k’ ] by S”)(P) corresponds to the shuffle step, generating 
;1’I ‘) and H (I; + 1) from E”;‘A”” alld El”‘&“‘. 
.1. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
In this section we examine the rows that are being shuffled in the course 
of the shuffle algorithm, and derive a sequence of lemmas that will be used to 
prove Theorem 3.1. In the development of this section we will find it 
convenient to use the notation range A and null A for the range and null 
space of AT, rather than A. No confusion should occur. 
Evidently, the shuffle algorithm terminates on iteration zero if and only if 
A is nonsingular. In this case ind A = 0, no rows are shuffled, and the 
conclusions of Theorem 3.1 are trivial. The following sequence of lemmas 
considers the case where the algorithm reaches iteration 1. 
TO begin, we show that the rows shuffled on each iteration are linearly 
independent. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A E !)~“x”. Suppose that the shuffle algorithm is up- 
p/id to A, cd thut the algorithm reaches iterution k > 1. Let A(” he 
prrrtitioncrl us in (3.4). Then the rows of A’,k’ are linearly independent. 
Proof. Using 
gorithm, we have 
+ 
the matrix polynomial interpretation of the shuffle al - 
= S’k- I)( P),i$-l) . . . s’o’( p)E’O’( pA + I). (4.1) 
To see that the rows of A$’ are linearly independent, suppose that for some 
nE% n-nl* I, urA’,k’ = 0. W e will show that v = 0. Let w be the vector in !R n 
whose first mk_ 1 components are zero, and whose remaining n - mk_ 1 
components equal those of v. Then wTACk) = vTAC,k) = 0, and wTBck) = vTO = 
0. Premultiplying (4.1) by w, we conclude that 
0 = wTIS(k-I)(P)E(k-l). . . S’“‘(p)E’“‘(pA + I)]. (4.2) 
Now, pA + I is nonsingular for all but finitely many vahies of p; 
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.S’“‘(p)....,S’” l’(p) are nonsingular for all nonzero values of p; and 
;hY:‘;;: ‘II “‘2, I) are nonsingular. Therefore (4.2) implies that u? = 0, and 
_I .I n 
Siippose that the shuffle algorithm reaches iteration k > 1, and does not 
terminate on that iteration. Partition the matrix E”’ in the form 
E’x’ = (4.3) 
where E$’ has dimension (n - 7nk) X (n - mk_ 1), and the remaining sub- 
matrices have corresponding dimensions. (For k = 0, we will also consider 
E’“’ to be partitioned as in (4.3) where E$ and Egj have dimension m, x n 
and (n - mo) X n, respectively, and both EiO,’ and EL? are (empty) null 
matrices.) In the next lemma we prove that the rows of E$!j) are linearly 
independent. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A E Vlnx”. Suppose that the shuffle algorithm is ap- 
plied to A and that the algorithm reaches iteration k + I, k > 1. Let Eck’ he 
partitioned as in (4.3). Then the rows of EL:) are linearly independent. 
Proof. Suppose that the rows of E&i’ are not linearly independent. Then 
there is a nonzero v E ‘Ji n -“‘k with u’E,$’ = 0. Partition Ack’ as in (3.4). The 
shuffle algorithm assures that the rows of A(,k) are linearly independent, and 
that the last n - mk rows of E(k’A(k) are zero. The latter means that 
E$‘;‘A’;’ + E&;‘A’,k’ = 0. As u T (k) = 0, we conclude that u~E~~)A(/) = 0. As E,, 
the rows of A’,k’ are linearly independent, it follows that uTE$‘;) = 0. Thus 
~T(E,, > (k) EL:)) = 0, contradicting the fact that the rows of Eck) are linearly 
independent. W 
Suppose the algorithm reaches iteration k 2 1. We will next show that the 
rows of A(i), that is, the rows shuffled on iteration k - 1, are in (null Ak)\ 
(null Akp’). To do so we will use some simple formulae concerning the 
matrices ACk’, BCk), and ECk) partitioned as in (3.4) and (4.3) respectively. 
To begin, suppose the a&orithm reaches iteration k + 1, where k > 1. 
Then 
A(:+‘) = E?‘;)A(,k) + E$A’,k) (4.4) 
A(k+i) = E?.‘;‘B;k’ 
2 (4.5) 
B;k+l) = ET;'Blk' (4.6) 
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Kepeatetl sulctitution of (4.6) into (4.5) and the fact that RF” = Eri’ in- 
mediately gives 
Now, define matrices G’“‘(i), i = 1,. . . k, by 
if i= k, 
1 E7F)Eif ‘)E$ “). . El;) if i = I,... k - 1, 
(4.8) 
LVe claim that for i = 1,. . . k. 
The proof of (4.9) is by downward induction 011 i. For i = k, (4.9) reduces to 
- k;~$‘A’~’ = Ekt’A’f’, which ‘. 1s exactly the fact that the last n - nlL rows of 
k:““il”!’ are zero. If k = 1, we are finished. Otherwise, we assume that (4.9) 
holds for some i, k > i > 1. Substituting (4.4) into (4.9) we then have 
estaMishing (4.9) for i - 1. 
Note now that (4.7) could be written as A’;’ ‘) = G’I’)(l)E~~), and recall 
that ,*I’:‘= Efi’A. Thns Gc’“(()A(‘) = G’“‘(l)Er:‘A = A’i+“A, and (4.9) for _ 
i = 1 is exactly 
A(l+lA + $ G(k)( j),??;;-‘A(~- 1) + ,?77~)A(,k) = 0. (4.10) 
j=Z 
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CIsing (3.10), we will now show that the rows of A’;’ are all in (null A”)\ 
(111111 i\ ’ ’ ) = { s E ml11 A’ : x +A null Ak ’ } u { 0). 
LEMMA 4.0. Let A E !R “X”. Suppose thut the shuffle ulgorithm is ap- 
plid to A, untl that the ulgorithm reuches iteration k > 1. Z’hen range A’:’ 2 
(IlUll AA ,\( null Ak 1). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 1 we have A(,” = E$i’, 
where E$? consists of the last n - m, rows of E(O). But E&t’A = 0, and hence 
the rows of A(,” are in null A. Since null A” = null Z = {0}, this establishes the 
result for k = 1. 
:\ssume now that the result has been established for k >, 1 and that the 
algorithm reaches iteration k + 1. Postmultiplying (4.10) by Ak, we have 
By the induction hypothesis A’,j’Ak = 0, j = 1,. . . , k, so immediately we have 
A(,k+ l)Ak+ ’ = 0. Thus the rows of A(,k+ ‘) are in null Ak “, implying that 
range A$+ ‘) c null A k+ ’ We must now show that no nonzero element in . 
rangeA(,k+‘) is in null Ak. To do so, assume that there is a u E !I3 n-“‘k such 
that vTA’,k+‘) is in null Ak, i.e., uTA(i+‘)Ak = 0. We will show that necessarily 
v = 0. Premultiplying (4.10) by uT and postmultiplying by Ak ‘, we have 
&@,k + UAk + ,_,T t G’k’(j)E;t-l)A(j-” &I+ oTE;;)A(;)Ak-l = 0. 
j=2 1 
(4.11) 
By the induction hypothesis, ki’Ak- ’ = 0 for j = 1,. . . , k - 1, and we are 
assuming that uTA(,k+ ‘)Ak = 0. C om b ining these facts with (4.11), we im- 
mediately have u~E&~)A(,~‘A~-’ = 0. So vTE&E)A(,k’ E range A$' n null Ak-‘. 
The induction hypothesis then implies that uTE&$)A’,k) = 0. By Lemma 4.1 the 
rows of A(,k) are linearly independent; hence uTE!$) = 0. But by Lemma 4.2 
the rows of Eg) are linearly independent; hence necessarily v = 0. We have 
thus shown that rangeA(,k+ ‘) c (null Ak”)\(null Ak), completing the induc- 
tion step and hence the proof. n 
Before continuing with the examination of the rows shuffled in the course 
of the algorithm we need the following simple dimension identity. 
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I’,uxf: It is well known that for every s&space S c %” we have that, 
\S ith S,\“ = { .v51L : s t S }, 
dim [ SA” ] = dim [ S ] - dim [ S fl ( null A” )] 
III particlllar, if S = range A + iirill A”, we have that 
(:oilll)iliitig the ahove with the fact that tlim[range;\” ‘1 = II - tlim[trrill ;\’ ‘1 
conrplctes the proof. W 
I’HwJ We prove the two part5 of the lemma sitllrdtalleollsly, by induc- 
tioll. Fird, colder the case k = 1. There are r~ - )/I,, rows in A’;), where 
“‘I, = rank .,t. Ry Lemma 4.1 these rows are linearly independent, and I)y 
L~IIIIW 4.3 they are all in 1~11 A. As dim[mdl A] = tt - rank A = II - UI,,, \ve 
iodide that the rows of A’;’ form a basis of mdl A. In particalar, the linear 
spm~ of these rows is null A, i.e., n~dl A = range A ‘L”. As 111111 A” = null I = {O), 
(2) follonx ;\lso, the rows of A(:’ are linearly independet~t, and their munber 
is 1t1,). Since they are all in rangeA, and dim[rangelZ] = rank A = ))I,,, we 
collcllde that the rows of A ‘:’ form a basis of range A. 111 particular, 
rai Ige ,,t , ‘I’ = range A. Thin, rangeA”’ = I-angeA’,” + rangeA’$‘= rangeA + 
111111 .\, estal~lishing (1). 
Next asslmle that parts (1) and (2) hold for some integer k > 1, and that 
the algorithm reaches iteration k + 1. By Lemma 1.:3, range A(: ‘I c 
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null Ak + range A’! + ‘) c null A” ’ ’ (3.12) 
nullA”nrangeA(~“)= (0). (4.1:3) 
:Zs 11’; ’ ‘) has 17 - llIk rows and, by Lemma 4.1, these rows are linearly 
illdependent, we have that dim[range A’; + “1 = rt - III,_ = II - dim[range A(‘! ‘1. 
Tluls, I)y Lemma 4.4 and part (1) of the induction hypothesis, 
dim [ null ‘A _ ’ ] - dim[null Ak] = rt - dim [range A + null A’] 
zz t7 - dim [range A’ ’ I] 
= dim [ rangeA(l ’ “1. (4.14) 
Staldarcl results from linear algebra show that (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14) imply 
that 
null A”- ’ = 1nd1 A”@ range A’; * I’, (4.15) 
estal~lishit~g part (2) with k + 1 replacing k. III addition, we observe that 
range A, (’ ’ I’ = rangeAtA’, since A’;+” is obtained from A”’ through a se- 
quence of elementary row operations that leave the last n - r~,! rows of A”“ 
zero. Now using part (1) of the induction hypothesis and (4.15), we conclude 
tl1at 
range ~1’ ’ ’ ‘) = range A’: + I) + range A’; + I) = range A”) + range .A(; ’ ‘) 
= range A + null Ak + range A’: ’ I) = range A + 1m11 A“ ’ ‘, 
estal~lishing part (1) with k + 1 replacing k. This completes the induction 
step. H 
Proof of ?hcore?,i ,3.1. Let v = ind A. If v = 0, then A is nonsingrllar and 
the conclusions of Theorem 3.1 are trivial. Next assume that v 3 1. .k 
(II~III A” * ’ )\(ndl A”) = (O), we have from Lemma 4.3 that if iteration u + 1 
is reached. then range A’;” ‘) 2 {O}, contradicting Lemma 4.1. Hence 
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tenlrilratioll lnrist occur prior to iteration v + 1. Suppose termination occurs 
ill itcratiorl T. Then rank A”’ = II and the above arguments show that 7 < V. 
To ~CC that T = v, we observe from Lemma 4.4 and part (1) of Lemma 4.5 
that 
tliilr( mill A“ I ) - dim(nrill A’) = II - clim( range A”‘) = 0, 
iirlplyiilg that ilrill A’ + ’ = null A’. This implies that v Q 7, completing the 
proof that termination OCCIII’S on exactly the vth iteration. The remaining 
colrclrlrions of Theorem :3.1 follow immediately from Lemma 4.1 and part (2) 
of Lm~ina 4.5. n 
.5. PROOF OF THEOREM :3.2 
In this section we show that the shuffle algorithm, in addition to comput- 
ing ind A and the generalized null spaces of A, can be used to obtain the 
Drazin inverse A”. 
Suppose that Y = ind A > 0. Using the matrix polynomial interpretation of 
the algorithm, we have 
pz+~=F(“‘[S’“~“(p)E’“~l)...S’~‘(p)E’~’](pA+Z), (5.1) 
w hew the niatrix functions S”!’ are as in (:3.5). We observe that each 
c.ornpoiient of the matrix F”“[S”’ “(p )fi:“’ i’ . S”“( p)E”“] is clearly a 
polynomial in p, of degree at most 11. Hence we may write 
~(“qS(~-lyp)Ew.. . S’“‘(p)E’“‘] = f p(j)+, (5.2) 
i = 0 
\\~lwre cdl I’( i) is an n X II matrix. Substituting (s.2) into (5.1) we obtain 
(pz+A)=( i P i)+lA+Z). 
, =o 
(5.3) 
Equating powers of p in (5.3) it immediately follows that the P(i)‘s are 
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explicitly given by 
P(0) = A (5.4) 
P( 1) = I - P(O)A (5.5) 
P(i)= -P(i-l)A=P(l)(-A)‘m’, i=2 ,..., Y. (5.6) 
\\llcvr I’ = 0. note that (53) continues to hold, with P(0) = ,i = A ‘. 
I’roc!f: If 19 = 0, then ;i = A ’ and the result is immediate. Next assume 
th;~t 11 ;: 1, arrtl let P(i), i = 0 ,..., 11. l)e iis in (5.:3). By (5.3) and (.5.5), we 
ha\ c‘ .h” ’ = 11 - P(l)]A” = A” - P(l)A”. But, by (5.6), P(v) = 
( ~ I )” ‘P( 1 ).\I’ ‘. so we have ,iS’ ’ = il” + ( - l)“P( v)A. But (5.:3) with 
I’ . I i~rr~wcliately implies that P( v)A = 0, completing the proof. W 
I’mcfcf ‘r/rtWWr,I .3.2. Let H = ;i” ‘jr. For s E nnll rY’ we trivially have 
th:it KY = 0. Sext assume that s E range rl”. Then s = A”rl for some u E 31 “, 
;,,,<[ l(&\S = ( ‘,iP ‘;y,)A” ‘tl = Jl, / ‘i\21, / ’ II. Bllt I)y u + 1 applications of 
I,er~~rtta .5. 1 \I e have that L~i” ’ ‘A”’ ’ = L~‘A”” = = L~/Y ’ ’ = rz”. Hence 
Ij.\s = .\“rc = s. T~IIS H;\s = s for all x’ E rangerl”, completing the proof that 
I( = .\‘I. W 
6. l’l1OOF OF THEOREM :3.3 
In this section we obtain an upper bound on the number of arithmetic 
operations required to execute the shuffle algorithm to termination. For 
convenience, we will execute the algorithm so that on each iteration k = 
o,..., v, Zk) [see (3.1)] is the row reduced echelon form of A”“. On iteration 
zero, putting A = A(“’ into its reduced echelon form requires nz, pivots on 
the matrix (A, I ), that is, m, sequences of row operations that transform 
columns into unit vectors. The first such pivot requires n divisions to 
normalize the pivot row, n - 1 multiplications to transform the column of I 
corresponding to the pivot row, and (n - 1)’ “multiply and add” operations 
to add the required multiple of the pivot row to the other rows of A. 
Following the usual convention of considering the “multiply and add” to be a 
single arithmetic operation (e.g., [lo, p. 4]), we obtain a total count of 
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II + ( n - 1) + (n - 1)2 = n2 operations. On each of the remaining pivots there 
is one less column of A to deal with, but one more transformed column of I. 
The reslllt is a total count of nz0n2 arithmetic operations on iteration zero. 
If m. = n, we have computed A-’ using Gauss-Jordan elimination. 
Otherwise, we shuffle the rows of @’ and then go to iteration 1. An 
important observation is that the rows of @” correspond to rows of A that 
ti’ere not pivot rows on iteration zero. Hence the matrix Bj”’ contains 
t1 - 111,) columns that are identically zero, while the same columns of $“’ 
form an ( n - mo) x (n - m,) identity matrix. Since B”) is formed by replac- 
ing 13~“’ with zero rows, B”’ for k = 1,. . . , v will have at most n - 1)~” 
nonzero columns. 
,,is $‘) is in reduced echelon form, a column perturbation of A(‘) has the 
forIll 
where the identity matrix has dimension m, X m,. We begin iteration 1 by 
performing row operations on (A(“, B(l)) so as to transform A’,] into a zero 
matrix. This requires adding multiples of each of the rows of A(:3 to each of 
the rows of A& a total of m,( n - mo)” multiply-add operations. In the 
matrix B(l) these same row operations require adding multiples of each row 
of Bi’) to each row of the zero matrix B, . (‘) However, as mentioned above, 
n - m. columns of Bi” are identically zero, so the number of multiply-add 
operations required here is rnfj( n - mo). Hence the total number of arith- 
metic operations required to transform A,, (‘I to a zero matrix, performing row 
operations on (A (l) I?(‘)), is m,( n - mo)’ + mi(n - m,) = m,n( n - mo). , 
Note that with A(:: in (6.1) transformed to a zero matrix, we are 
essentially ready to “resume” the Gauss-Jordan elimination procedure “inter- 
nlpted” when n - m,, zero rows appeared on iteration zero. In fact it is very 
convenient in the analysis to separate the operations required by the al- 
gorithm into two classes. First, there are a total of n “ordinary” Gauss-Jordan 
pivots on matrices (A (k), Rtk’), some k = 0,. ., v, that transform columns of 
11’~ ) into unit vectors. As described above, rn (, such pivots take place on 
iteration zero, and it is easy to see that nlk - mk_ 1 must take place on each 
iteration k, k = 1,. . . , v. Applying the same reasoning used above to count 
the operations on iteration 0, it is easy to see that an upper bound on the 
total number of arithmetic operations required to perform these pivots is r?. 
[In fact, the bomid can be reduced to n,’ - (n - n+,)( n - n~,~ + I)/2 by 
taking into account the fact that n - n+) columns of B(“’ are identically zero, 
k= l....,v.] 
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111 ;d(lition to the5e “orrlimry” Ca~ss-Jordan operations, the algorithm 
i’(~~~iir~l\ ;k sccolrtl class of “extra” operations. Specifically, at the start of each 
itc~ratiolr I; = 1.. . I’, row operations are perforinetl on (A’” ‘, H” I) to traiis- 
fOl~lll ,\'J,' i]Jto a zero matrix, where A(2:) is the ( II - mL , ) x mL 1 matrix 
ol~tained 1)~ permuting the colu~nns of Atk’ to form 
(6.2) 
hJl~,f C!f‘ l‘lr~~!wttl x.7. As descd~etl alJove, the miinl)er of “ordinary” 
OlK'l'ikt iOIl\ i4 lJoiu~ded 1Jy II”, ailtl the nlunilJer of “extra” operations 011 
it(lmtioll k. k = 1,. , I’, is Imudecl IJ~ IIIII L ,( tt - ttti, , ). Hence the total 
IIIII~IIJ~~ of cstra operations is at most 
~~cc~;~ll that II - ~1~ is the nlunl)er of NJLVS shuffled on iteration k, and that 1)~ 
‘~‘~KYJ~I~I 3.1 x; _I,( II - ))I r: ) = tlim[ tdl A”] = .Y. To ol)tain a honnd on the 
total 1r111r11wr of extra operations, we are lecl to coiisicler the optiiiiizatiou 
prolJlc~llr 
Stal~tlartl re4iilt\ iii c’oiivex n~atheiwtical p~ograinn~ii~g imply that the iiiaxi- 
IIIIIIII ii1 (6.4) OC’C’II~ wheil ( ft - uil, ) = .\‘/v for ewh k = 0,. , v - 1, giving a 
1~01111d of 
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(:olrrl)itritrg (6.;)) and (fi.:3), we immetliately oldill a Iwlll:tl of tLY( 11 ~ ?;/v) 
for tlw total wuml)er of “extw” operations. .kkIil~g the 11’ lxnlid for the 
IIIIIII~W of “ortlii~ary” operatiom completes the proof. n 
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